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Alan Kane, The Collection of Mr & Mrs L M Kane (installation view), Frieze, 2009 
 

The exhibition takes the statement that “Truth can only be experienced” (Alfredo Cramerotti) 

as its starting point.  What we receive second-hand as fact has been mediated through 

someone else’s perception, filtered through the experience of another.  If so, can fiction lead 

us nearer to reality?  Artists have been invited to respond to the unique site of Nottingham 

Castle - its grounds, histories and collections - to intervene through temporary work that 

provokes imagination, adds layers of ambiguity and invites us to bring to bear our own 

experiences, memories and associations.  

 

The original mediaeval Castle was replaced by a grand Ducal mansion in the 17th century, 

which was gutted by fire in 1831 during Reform Act protests.  In the 1870s its interior was re-

modelled to become one of the first public art museums outside London.  Fragments of the 

site’s thousand-year history can be found in the gardens and underground alongside newer 

elements, such as a rescued Georgian door that apparently leads nowhere and manmade 

cladding underpinning the Castle rock.  Across this site, fact and fiction literally collide; what 

is real and what has been imagined can be hard to differentiate, all is not what it seems. 
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Wayne Burrows has created a text based work connecting disparate pieces in the 

Decorative Art collection.  The objects - ranging from a 16th century barber’s bleeding bowl, 

to samples of Hawaiian bark cloth and a carved and pierced bone box containing playing 

cards and dominoes – have been woven together into a narrative that reframes them and 

hints at their life beyond the museum.  

 

In 2007 Susan Collis made a body of sculptures that explored ideas around craft, labour 

and value, by transforming everyday objects such as rawl plugs and dustsheets.  At first 

glance, the objects appear to have been left behind from a gallery installation; stained and 

spattered with marks made through use.  Closer inspection reveals that this wear and tear 

has been meticulously applied, a highly sophisticated trompe l’oeil.   

 

During his research, Mark Dixon became intrigued by the idea of submerged foundations for 

the long disappeared symmetrical steps leading up to the original first floor entrance to the 

Ducal mansion.  Dixon has ‘mapped out’ imagined footings and traces of possible earlier 

buildings on the lawns along the east façade, creating a grass disturbance that suggests fake 

archaeological features.   

 

Alan Kane has infiltrated the museum’s collection displays, including Local History, Studio 

Ceramics, and Fine Art, playing with our assumptions and expectations.  With Nottingham 

charity shops as the source for new material, Kane has amassed a small collection for the 

Castle, which he describes as ‘a kind of mini Nottingham Castle Museum through a prism’. 

The pictures, ornaments and other objects have ‘cuckooed’ themselves into the existing 

displays in a way which he imagines ‘might be an initially baffling situation for audiences but 

will accumulate into a realisation that the museum as a whole (and museology itself) is being 

manipulated.’   

 

Debbie Lawson is creating The Trophy Room for the Bastion, a room within the Gatehouse 

not usually open to the public.  Lawson uses household materials, such as carpet and wood 

panelling, to create sculptures and environments that 'animate' the domestic interior.  By 

pushing the aspirational connotations of furnishings, she exposes the drama and intensity 
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quietly at play beneath the polite surface of everyday life.  Lawson’s work in the Bastion hints 

at another possible life for the room, which has the appearance of the anteroom to a 

mediaeval great hall, but was re-modelled in the Edwardian era. 

 

Jason Singh has developed a new sound installation, combining real and imagined sound, 

so what is real and what is myth becomes entwined.  Singh has responded to the audible 

environment of the Castle site, vocally recreating sounds from wildlife and woodland 

environments with crows, owls, finches, gulls and abstract bird calls.  Layers of sound 

emanate from behind a closed off doorway, hidden in the side of the hill that leads up to the 

Castle.  Singh says he wants ‘the listener to feel the sense of a completely "other" world 

behind the doorway, whilst in a place of familiarity.’ 

 

Shane Waltener has used the lush, tree-lined Castle grounds as a giant ‘lace pillow’, 

highlighting the panoramic views of the city from the Castle, bringing into focus the city’s 

industrial lace-making history and revealing new features in the landscape.  Working with a 

team of local volunteers, Waltener has used string and rope irons – the familiar visual 

language of parks and gardens – to create a complex, web-like screen through which new 

views and perspectives of the site and its surroundings can be seen, with the rope pins 

acting as anchors or points of tension.  New pathways created through stitching from tree to 

tree, “prompt alternative circulation by visitors walking through the grounds, and with this a 

focus on new vistas perceived within and beyond it.” 

 

Editor’s Notes 

Make-Believe; Re-Imagining History and Landscape is a collaboration between Nottingham 

Castle Museum & Art Gallery and Fermynwoods Contemporary Art. 

The project has been funded by Arts Council England through Grants for the Arts. 

Preview Event on Friday 19 July, 5-8pm 

The Castle is open everyday, 10am - 5pm 

For further information and images please contact Yasmin Canvin on 01832 733009 or 

yasmin@fermynwoods.co.uk. 


